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marketing
Why make 

A  HABIT?

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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So how are you going to stand out?

There are more than 6 million reasons.
That’s how many lawyers there are on the planet. 

By making marketing and business development a 

lifelong habit!
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Experts say it takes 21 days to create a new habit.* 

*The concept of the “21 day” phenomenon, the fact that the human mind takes almost exactly 21 days to adjust to a major life change, was first introduced by 
Dr. Maxwell Maltz in the groundbreaking book titled Psycho-Cybernetics. Dr. Maltz based his theory on observations, with subsequent research proving that brain
circuits take “memory traces” and produce neuroconnections and neuropathways only if they are bombarded for 21 days in a row.

Running, eating well, quitting smoking—so why not marketing? With millions of attorneys in the

world, marketing on a daily basis is a necessity—but with billable hours, clients, and life outside the

office, it’s tough to make the time (or the plans) to market yourself on a consistent basis. In this

guide, we present you with the tools to make marketing a lifelong habit. There are no lengthy

sessions or hours of work… these tasks can take as little as 2 minutes (sending an e-mail) or as

long as an hour (lunch with a contact). We lay out a 21-day plan that breaks the process down into

easy steps. For each day we encourage you to THINK about and TAKE ACTION on a specific

element of the process. We also give you a timely TIP that can put you on the right track… right

away. It may feel awkward... but the idea is to just do it.  We follow up the 21 days with a more

detailed template for creating your marketing and business development plan. Then we conclude

with some “Pearls of Wisdom”… marketing insights from lawyers who have been there, done that,

and are now reaping the benefits of having developed a marketing habit. Creating a new habit is

not easy and it’s not instant, but at the end of our 21-day plan it will be second nature. So take your

destiny into your own hands… starting today!





T H I S M O N D A Y !  

Make A Fresh Start…

Turn the page to begin your journey to building a

marketing habit that will serve you for a lifetime… 

21Days

7
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D A Y  1   M O N D A Y

listen
Think

In order to market yourself, you must first identify and define what makes you

stand out from the crowd. As a lawyer, your name is your brand, and no one

knows you better than your clients. Listening to their feedback and realizing how

they view your practice can help you focus on what’s really important. 
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Call three clients and ask them what they value most 

about your relationship and the work that you do for them.

Take notes and try to be as open-minded as possible.

Tip Try to get detailed rather than general

statements. Use follow-up questions and ask 

for examples. Hearing that your office is

communicative is too general; hearing that your

office provides clients with weekly updates on

their cases is a point of differentiation. 

A C T I O N
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analyze
D A Y  2 T U E S D A Y

Think

One of the most important first steps in marketing yourself is

to think through your “points of differentiation,” or the services

and qualities that separate you from the crowd. Consider a

niche area of expertise—or distinctive philosophy on

business—that makes you unique. Figuring out what that is

(or what you would like it to be), and how that benefits your

clients, can make all the difference. 
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Look closely at the client feedback

from yesterday…

Tip Be specific and be

creative. All attorneys say

they return calls promptly.

You may have a “2-hour”

rule, in which all clients

receive a response within

2 hours of a phone call 

or e-mail. All attorneys 

say they are experienced.

You may have been a

professional in your

clients’ industries before

you represented them. 

You may be surprised. Using that

information, write out three points of

differentiation for your practice. Make

these ideas the basis of future

marketing efforts… and make sure

people know about them!

A C T I O N
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D A Y  3   

W E D N E S D A Y

Think

Your online bio could be a

prospective client’s first

impression of your skills and

experience. By thinking of it as a

marketing tool rather than a

résumé, you will be able to see

places where a rewrite could be

useful. Think about what your

clients value about your

background and the interesting

details, memberships or cases

that make you an expert in your

field. Does everything in your bio

speak to your audience?
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Read through your bio and ask yourself if it clearly communicates your 

points of differentiation… 
Describe what your  clients want to know.

Make some changes. Keep it short, keep it informative and most of all–write from

the perspective of the person you are trying to reach, rather than your own. 

Tip A bio is not a place to list every case, organization and committee

you have ever been a part of; it’s a place to show clients how you

can be of use to them. It should include your contact information,

educational information, a 2 to 3 sentence narrative, your most

recent (or most important) deals or cases, and the organizations or

committees that would be of interest to your clients.

A C T I O N
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identify
D A Y  4  T H U R S D A Y

Think

Once you understand who your clients are, you can

tailor your marketing to better reach them.  Is there a

niche market you are filling (or can fill)? Is there a

specific industry that could be drawn to your practice?

Is there a demographic that you are consistently

reaching? Cater to your clients and new business will

find you. Stay in that niche and momentum will build. 
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Look  closely at your 

client roster and analyze 

what ties them together. 

Identify your 

client categories.

Tip Are the majority of

your clients 

in one area of

concentration? 

If so, you now

have a clear

message

(knowledge of 

the industry) to

focus on, and 

a clear audience 

(trade or

professional

associations, etc.)

to market to.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  5  F R I D A Y

research
Think

Now that you know your clients, think about where they are. What

organizations do they belong to? Who do they do business with? Following

their lead can bring in new business and connect your practice to other

decision-makers who may need your services. 
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Look into the organizations that your clients are members of.

Identify one to investigate
and potentially become actively involved in over the next 6-18 months. 

Choose an organization where you can truly make a difference.

Tip A local or national trade organization is a

good place to start. That will expose you

to a large group of potential clients who

have the same interests (and needs) as

your current clientele.

A C T I O N

Ask your clients what organizations are important to them.
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strategize
D A Y  6 S AT U R D A Y

Think

It may seem impossible, but realizing the

importance of making time for marketing is an

important step toward success. Just as billable

hours are counted and analyzed, so should

your marketing efforts. Create goals, set

expectations and reward your performance. 
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Set tangible financial goals. 

Tip Use the organization

you are researching to 

help you set your goals.

Consider how your

involvement can reap

results. Plan out 

how to network and

connect using your

membership. Figure out

how to develop two

meaningful relationships

from those connections

within the next 12

months (presentations

count… they can result

in referrals by building

credibility!).

Be specific and give yourself

measurable results to be accountable 

for. Plan out the steps you need to take 

to reach those goals. Do what you say 

you are going to do.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  7   S U N D A Y

Think

The only way to reach

potential clients is to

get in front of them. As

we mentioned before,

by becoming active in

organizations that

matter to your clients

you learn more about

their needs and can

offer more specified

services. What do 

you have to offer the

organization you 

have researched?

sc
he

du
le
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Go online and schedule to attend 
a meeting or event. 

Look around on the website and figure out who you will make contact with tomorrow. 

Tip Making contact with an organization’s president or board members

shows you are committed to involvement and helps you stand out

among the plethora of members. The idea is to get involved and

meet people who will learn to trust and respect you.

A C T I O N
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network
D A Y  8  M O N D A Y

Think

Opportunity is everywhere… you just

have to look. Think hard about past

referrals and retrace the steps that got

you there. Then apply that to your new

organization. Making connections is

the fastest way to new business. 
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Call a  leader in the 

organization you are researching

and get the names of two people to contact 

about potentially getting involved. 

Call them and 

introduce yourself.

Tip Get involved! 

For example,

during your

telephone

conversation,

one of your new

contacts

mentions that an

organization

officer is

corporate

counsel at a big

company in

town—think of

ways that you

could partner

with that attorney

to deliver

education or pro-

bono work for

the organization.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  9  T U E S D A Y

personalize
Think

Clients hire lawyers, not firms, so be careful not to let

technology get the best of you. Nothing can replace the

thought behind a handwritten note, and in an age of e-mails

it will make you memorable… 
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Send handwritten notes 

to the people you spoke with yesterday, thanking them for their input.

Tip Refer back to an anecdote

or current event you

discussed, thank them for

their time, and most of all,

make sure it’s sincere 

and personal.

A C T I O N
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develop
D A Y  1 0   W E D N E S D A Y

Think

It’s not enough to simply compile a list

of contacts. Think about ways to

cultivate these relationships and keep

the lines of communication open. What

can you do to help these people? How

can you relate to their businesses and

their needs? Where do you fit in?
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nurture as referral sources. Tip The Internet can be a

great tool. Prior to

adding a new contact,

do a quick name search.

Within minutes you may

discover that some of

your contacts are

organizing a conference

or roundtable, or are

contributors to a trade

journal or newspaper… a

perfect opportunity to

offer up your knowledge

for their benefit.

Go through your contact list and identify five   

relationships you would like to 

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 1   

T H U R S D A Y Y

Think

Now you need to

get your knowledge

and experience in

front of your

contacts. Think

carefully about your

approach and tailor

your presentation to

each individual.

What’s the best

way to connect with

someone? Always

face to face. 
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Make  an appointment 

to meet with at least one of your contacts for next

Wednesday to discuss their needs and your services.

Tip Whether it’s via a simple phone call to introduce yourself 

or a full-scale PowerPoint, presenting yourself is a delicate

matter—do it in a consultative way, not as a sales pitch.

Never let the presentation get in the way of forging a 

solid relationship.

A C T I O N
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create
D A Y  1 2  F R I D A Y

Think

If you had a meeting today, think about what you would bring. 

Your materials speak for you in your absence, so make sure they

are clearly articulating your points of differentiation. Consider 

what information you want to leave with the client and what

additional materials you need to create. DO NOT simply gather 

all the information your firm publishes and stick it in a folder. Make

it a simple and EASY read.
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When you’re prepared,   

opportunity   will show up!

Tip The “packages”

should be housed in 

a folder and include 

a brochure, your bio

and the bios of any

other attorneys who

may be relevant to

the prospect’s needs

(in other words, not

everyone in the firm),

and any pertinent

articles or information.

Be sure to hold back

at least one or two

pieces to send later.

The goal should be 

to create several

opportunities for

further contact.

Gather all the materials you will

need for a meeting, evaluate and

then update them. Put together at

least five “packages” so you are

ready at a moment’s notice. 

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 3   S AT U R D A Y

examine
Think

Use this weekend to truly focus on client service and its place in your office. In

your march forward don’t forget to market to the people who know your practice

best. Think about the things you do on a daily basis and how to exceed your

clients’ expectations in every way.
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Make an honest evaluation of  

how your office operates,

Tip Think about client interactions,

how the phones are handled,

and how invoices and e-mails

are sent. The little things always

count and are often what 

drive referrals.

noting both the things that are great and the

things that need to change. 

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 4 S U N D A Y

Think

Think about what standards you want to

set for client service. Does your office have

a set of client service guidelines? How do

you want your office to be perceived? What

standards should your team be held to?

What kind of structure can you create that

will make a difference to your clients?

construct
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Create specific standards
for your office. Tip Make it a rule that

when a phone call

comes in and you are

not available, the

response becomes

“What can I do for

you?” If you can’t

return a call within 

2 hours, have

“someone” call back

to let them know you

will get in touch by

“X” time—be

specific—then meet

it. Without fail!

From phone messages to e-mail greetings,

make a list of practices that will keep

everyone on the same page and improve

client service.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 5  

M O N D A Y

Think

Marketing yourself

is about more than

just you; it’s about

the whole of your

team. Think about

and observe your

office—your

assistant, secretary,

paralegal—and the

services they

provide for clients

on a daily basis.

Does your plan still

make sense?
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Review the office standards that you created yesterday, 

make necessary changes and share them with your staff.

Make sure  everyone is on board 

with any changes and offer positive feedback on the

things that are done with an emphasis on client service.   

Tip Don’t be afraid to address specific issues.

Bad habits need to be broken. If you are

unhappy with the way phones are

answered, speak up... things won’t

change on their own.

A C T I O N
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help
D A Y  1 6  T U E S D A Y

Think

Go back to the organization you

researched last week and think

more about their needs. What

can you contribute to further

their goals, educate their

members or aid their cause? 
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Tip From educating via

speeches or articles

to pro-bono work,

you should jump 

on any chance to

participate in or,

better yet, lead your

potential organization.

Consider who you would need to

contact to put the wheels in motion.

Make a list of the things  you can do 

for that organization. 

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 7 W E D N E S D A Y

meet
Think

Today you will meet with a prospective client. Will you pitch or

will you consult?  Do a little last minute thinking and research

to make certain you know all there is to know about the

client’s business and needs. 
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Today is the day to be    proactive! 

Ask questions. Listen. Consult!

Tip It’s not a sales pitch. Speaking about your services

within a consulting framework will take the pressure

off both sides and widen your path to get in the door.

Ask probing questions that will reveal issues that you

can help him or her with. LISTEN to his or her

answers THEN respond in a consultative manner.

Prepare, gather your packages of information,

and reinforce your points of differentiation. 

A C T I O N
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follow up
D A Y  1 8 T H U R S D A Y

Think

It’s not enough to give a presentation

and walk away; you have to keep the

momentum going. Think about how

the meeting went and what information

you can use to further your connection

and make your voice heard. 
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Create a   plan.

Tip Find an excuse 

to continue your

communication by

keeping up with

industry news. An

article e-mailed to 

a contact is a perfect

way to stay top 

of mind.

Send a note immediately. Next, mark

your calendar to make contact again in

7 days and then 30 days. Remember

those packages you left with your

prospect? Find a way to use them.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  1 9   F R I D A Y

Think

As you well know, other

attorneys can be a great

resource for new business

referrals. Lawyers focus on their

own work, so hearing what

others are doing and whom they

are working with can often spark

ideas for cross-selling your

services. Think about the

practice areas that cross with

yours and the services they offer

that would benefit your clients.

Then think of the services you

offer that would benefit their clients.
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Have lunch with an attorney who practices 

in a   different   area than you. 

Discuss what you both are working on and talk about ways to

cross-sell your services to each other’s clients. 

Tip Listen…listen…listen! A monthly lunch with

another attorney is a quick way to get to know

other practice areas and identify opportunities.

Mark your calendar for next month’s meeting.

A C T I O N
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evaluate
D A Y  2 0  S AT U R D A Y

Think

Not every presentation will yield a

client or open a door. Think about your

goals, what you want from your efforts

and how to achieve them. Think about

what you have invested and what you

plan to do in the future. 
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Estimate how many presentations  

you’ll have to make to land 

one client.  How many referrals can you realistically 

expect? What organizations do you plan to be a part of? 

Be  specific! Is your presentation 

to client ratio 5:1, 10:1, 20:1? 

Tip The more

specific you are,

the better. Keep

track of the time

and money you

expend and take

careful notes on

strategies that

worked and

didn’t work.

Next year you’ll

have real data to

draw from.

A C T I O N
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D A Y  2 1 S U N D A Y

plan
Think

People with a plan make

things a reality. Gather your

resources and plan ahead.
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It’s Sunday—no rest for the determined!   Write a   plan. 

Think about the next 12 months and what 

you need to accomplish.

Tip Phone a lost contact; send a note; e-mail an interesting article; write a

speech; read a legal marketing blog; order a book, (may we suggest

The Little Black Book on Law Firm Marketing and Business

Development!); or schedule a meeting with a marketing consultant. 

Do something every single day!

Sit down with your calendar and schedule something

marketing-driven for every day of the week.

A C T I O N
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
You’ve just developed a new habit. 
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Keep making note of the strategies that work, keep reaching out to contacts, and keep

emphasizing your points of differentiation. Keep this guide on your desk, write notes in

it, make it work for you. 

Now that you have the habit of marketing, and as you become more comfortable in your

marketing efforts, it’s time to get busy creating a marketing and business development

plan… in other words, to put “meat on the bones.”

In the contents of the following chapters we provide an easy template that will put you

on the road to benefiting from your new marketing habit. We also show you how to

make your bio work effectively for you, and provide a planning worksheet for enhancing

your credentials as you build your career.

You have the momentum going... so don’t stop now. 
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Now, it’s all about…



Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition

Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition Repetition
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?Did we say Repetition
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Business Development

C R E A T I N G  Y O U R  Marketing and 

Plan
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Create a marketing and business development plan with more meat on the bones. 

Provide a roadmap for the new habit you have

developed. 

As you build your plan, consider the following three-pronged approach,

in this order… 1
2

Marketing to your existing clients.

Marketing within your firm.

Marketing to fellow members of professional organizations.3
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As you progress, remember that the general concepts of marketing

and business development are increasingly universal… that what

works in the United States often translates easily to England, France,

Australia, Scotland, Canada and vice versa, as you’ll see when you

look at the cities from which some of the “Pearls of Wisdom” come.

Wisdom is wisdom, no matter what the language or culture. It’s a smart

move to reach across borders for ideas and inspiration wherever feasible.

Build Relationships… Increase Contacts… Establish a Referral Base.

Moving forward, your objectives are to…
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All of this will result in new business

over time.
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This is a journey… not a sprint. You must have patience and confidence that

if you stick with it, it will pay off.  

But… it all starts with a plan. Follow these steps and they

will give you focus. Do something every single day.
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Marketing to your current and former clients is your fastest route to

increased business.

F I R S T  P R I O R I T Y
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The prizes for marketing and business development efforts are new clients and referral sources.

Your current and former clients are easy to reach, easy to talk to, and your fastest path to results.

Because they can provide additional business and, when extremely satisfied, are an excellent

referral source, they should be the cornerstone of your marketing and business development plan.  

Service your clients BEYOND THEIR EXPECTATIONS.  The best way to build referrals

is to do a great job for your clients so they will tell others. Remember… people refer

lawyers they KNOW and TRUST.
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Listen…   Yes it’s obvious, but it warrants a mention. When you go to a

meeting and listen first, you will be better equipped to answer the client’s

needs and frustrations. Hence the client feels… heard.

Respond…   Return calls and e-mails promptly, ideally in the same day.

Talk…   Resist the urge to e-mail everything—nothing builds relationships

like conversation. Find reasons to call! Then have a little personal time—

ask about the kids, the game last night, or how the house remodel is going.

Practice these habits every day with every client…

because you never know where your next referral will come from.
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Inform…   Periodically send news articles they may be interested in. You

can set up a Google Alert on your clients or their industries so that you are

continually fed with items for this purpose.

Get Personal…   Send handwritten notes. In this age of electronic

communications, the written note is in danger of becoming a lost art. Notes

stand out and demonstrate your personal attention amidst the blizzard of 

e-mails and text messages.

Look Ahead…   Manage their expectations. Communicate your 

process and timelines for completion. Then do your best to go one better. 

AND THEN… subtly take credit… “As promised, attached is the document…”



Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.

Listen…respond…converse…inform…get personal…look ahead.
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Do it every single day. 

Make it a habit

Look at the list and don’t go home

until you’ve done at least one item.
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puts the low hanging fruit within your  grasp.

S E C O N D  P R I O R I T Y

Marketing within your firm
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When it comes to business development, picking the low hanging fruit is easy,

uncomplicated, and a fast way to results. That’s a lesson that some people forget... that

beyond your own clients, the first place to focus is on clients and organizations with whom

other attorneys in your firm already have relationships. They are the low hanging fruit.

Be proactive from the start. Offer to do something for other practice areas and their 

clients BEFORE you ask them for help. Not only will you build on the business you 

already have… you’ll also reinforce how important your firm is to those clients. 
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Working With Your Colleagues Inside The Firm
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Cross selling builds on relationships the firm already has. Lawyers refer work 

to other lawyers they know and trust. It’s your goal to be the ONE they know and trust.

There are two parts…

First…  List OTHER firm practice areas that YOU could cross sell to YOUR clients,

and whose attorneys YOU can help, and set a date for a meeting.

Second…  List YOUR practice areas that OTHERS could sell to THEIR clients, and

whose attorneys can help you, and set a date for another meeting.
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Far too many

attorneys treat their

firm’s marketing

department as a

nuisance. Support

their needs, and

YOU benefit. 

Working With The Firm’s Marketing Department



�
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�
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content for the website to keep it fresh (case studies, etc.)

articles for newsletters and alerts

experts’ commentary on issues when the press calls

firm representation at community and business functions

speakers for both internal and external audiences

support when creating a new business development initiative

help gathering information on the firm’s presence in organizations

First… set a meeting to discuss Marketing’s needs and how you can help them. Some possibilities…

visibility–so consider how Marketing can help you create speaking and
writing opportunities to build credibility

Second…  set a meeting to discuss how Marketing can help you achieve your objectives. Some possibilities…

They need

You need

(The number of firm attorneys in various organizations has widespread implications…
who should the firm send to conferences, who can help if someone is running for the
board of that organization, etc.)

marketing materials ready at a moment’s notice–so prepare several samples
(Never give a prospect everything the firm has at once. Have Marketing help you plan a three-stage
process, so that you can create true points of contact with this prospect or referral source.)

Marketing’s help to strategize and prepare materials for a presentation
or meeting
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Your bio, especially an online version, is often your first point of contact with

potential clients. Whether people are in need of representation or simply

researching the firm, what’s put out into the world should speak for you, not

about you, so the message needs to be on point and powerful.  Go for

substance over volume!

How to make your experience work for you.

T H E  A R T  O F  T H E B I O G R A P H Y
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Reflect your firm.   Cutting edge or old school? Buttoned down or casual? Whatever your

firm’s culture, your bio should reflect it. Avoid nicknames–they’re a little too casual.

Tell clients how you can help them.   Use your bio to highlight the experience and/or

cases relevant to clients’ industries. For example, if you’re currently litigating cases revolving

around aviation, then your former career as a pilot would cause prospective clients to take notice.  

Don’t limit yourself.   There’s no rule that says you can only have one bio. Tailoring your bios

to each practice area can be a helpful tool when meeting with potential clients.  

Avoid the dreaded lists.   Keep memberships and awards limited to only those that are

recent or important to your practice.   

Don’t get too personal.   Clients want to know how you can help them–not necessarily 

your hobbies or personal interests.  

Keep it current.   Make sure you’re speaking to the clients you want, not the clients you

already have. 
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The most successful attorneys are the ones who incorporate  lifelong learning into 

their marketing habit. That means continuing your own education… and the education of

others through your own speeches, articles, books and more. Use this chart as a template for your 

own career growth plan.

I N C R E A S E  Y O U R C R E D E N T I A L S
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Courses I will take and complete by:

Certifications I will get and complete by:

Articles I will write and complete by:

Speeches I will give and complete by:

The book I will write and complete by:

Review your plan every month

or at least once each quarter. 
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Organizations
are fertile grounds for finding new prospects. 

T H I R D  P R I O R I T Y

For purposes of this 

guide, we’ve divided these

organizations into three

categories: Industry/Trade

Groups, Community

Organizations and Bar

Associations.
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As you consider which groups to target, your overall goal is to be where your clients are. That means… 

First… trade associations for the client’s own industry, be it real estate, hospitality, financial services,

or anything else. Narrow your focus. Ask your clients where they go and what they get out of it.

Second… community organizations. Which ones spark your passion and mission in life? It could be

civic and charitable as well as personal.

Third…  bar associations. This is your comfort zone and is not as productive as the others. The key is

to be strategic and really concentrate on building your referral sources—not spending the time socializing. 
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Joining a group is not just a matter of putting your name down 

on the membership roster. It needs to be a well thought out

process… one that delivers strategic benefits down the road…

and that requires you to focus on your objectives.
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� Attaining higher visibility in and/or outside 

the organization.

� Achieving recognition as an expert in 

your specialty.

Your Objectives…

What You Can Contribute…

� Gaining experience and knowledge.

� Building contacts.

� Opening doors that lead to referral sources.

� Opening doors that lead directly to clients.

Caution…  If you commit to an organization—then GET involved. If you don’t have time then don’t commit.

Make sure you are aligned with the vision and mission of this organization, and that you join for the right

reasons. You can’t fake it! You have to feel the commitment. 

�  Become a leader—you can contribute your knowledge and skills while maximizing your visibility, 
reputation and network of contacts.

� Find speaking and writing opportunities—become the “Go-To Expert.”

� Contribute your expertise—this will showcase your skills.

� Introduce others to your contacts—this widens your circle.
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you have to plan.  

if you want to succeed,
As with any aspect of the marketing and business development process, 
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Even though the 21 Days section already includes the recommendation to join an organization,

we think that recommendation bears elaborating on. The two-phase process, outlined on the

next page, guides you through creating a professional network that will deliver business

development dividends down the road.  Use it as a template for choosing the professional

organizations you will join.
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P H A S E  I

Why would this organization be a wise choice?

What publications does it produce that you could write for or gain information from?

What events does it hold?

Do you know anyone who is likely to be a member of this organization?

How can you make a difference? Answering this question will require research.

Finally, attend a meeting of the group. Did you feel at home or like a fish out of water?

For each target organization on your list,

answer the following questions…
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P H A S E  I I

Define your objectives and set a target completion date of each objective:

Define what you can contribute and set a target completion date for each contribution:

Identify individuals who would need (or know others who would need) your services. 

List by name or at least title and set a target contact date for each individual:

Pick one or two organizations,

make a plan and get involved.
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Remember, all these activities have one primary  goal 

…to build solid relationships. 

Whether you’re working with your firm’s marketing

director, other attorneys, or outside professional

organizations, you always have to remember to…
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Deliverexceptional client service.

Deliver on your commitments
to the organizations you get involved with.

D E L I V E R PA S S I O N A S  A  T E A M  P L AY E R  I N  Y O U R  F I R M .
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Wisdom
P E A R L S  O F  

to help you stay on track and create a ripple effect…
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Think of your career track as a transcontinental train journey from New York to Los Angeles. It’s a long

haul, and if you’re leaving New York today you won’t reach Los Angeles tomorrow. You WILL reach your

destination, however, if you stay on track and do everything in your power to keep the train moving. 
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Refer to them often as you continue 

towards your destination… and  beyond.

To help you stay focused we’ve talked to attorneys with a collective 892 years of experience in the

profession about the benefits of marketing and business development. To guide and inspire you, 

here are their “Pearls of Wisdom.” 
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non-billable hours.

OK…  the elephant in the room

B I L L A B L E H O U R S  V S .

Whether or not your firm rewards you for your

non-billable hours you need to invest in your

future—after all, whose career is it anyway?
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Be more astute | “Treat your non-billable marketing hours as a personal

requirement.  This means that if you have met your billable hour requirement

in a certain week or month, but not your non-billable marketing requirement,

you simply refuse to work the extra billable hour until you have met your non-

billable obligation.  This commitment can be difficult because the lawyer will

always find an exception, or special important matter, that simply is too critical

to wait. To make such a plan work, the commitment needs to be absolute.”

– THOMAS C. GRELLA, Esq.
23 years in practice
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for nothing.

No free lunches? Think again.

G I V E  T H E M   S O M E T H I N G

Isn’t that what every client wants? Sometimes

you’ve got to know when to stop the clock.
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– DOUGLAS L. WALDORF, JR., Esq.
22 years in practice

Be more conversational |

“Communicate frequently even

when there is nothing to say. A

short letter saying there are no

significant updates is usually

much appreciated—as long as it

isn't followed with a bill!  Nothing

erodes goodwill like a bill with a

charge for ‘Dictate letter saying

there are no updates to report.’”

Be more in touch | “Check in, don't check out! Most new business

comes from existing clients. You don't have to bill every time you talk to a client.

Check in periodically with your clients; see how they and their businesses are

doing at no charge. For young attorneys, their ‘clients’ are firm partners, so the

advice is still the same. And usually, you can get another piece of business from

the client just for checking in. No one gets much business by being checked out.”

– RICHARD L. FEW, JR., Esq.
30 years in practice
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Be more charitable | “When approached by a prospective client, offer something for nothing. 

For example, if they have an environmental liability issue, send the prospective client a copy of the

relevant legislation or a compliance checklist.  Let the prospective client know that you are available

if they have any questions concerning the material you sent to them.  You will have ‘hooked’ the

client without them realizing it because they will inevitably come back to you for advice.”

– RICHARD P. ATTISHA, Esq.
16 years in practice
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Be more generous | “Be a giver. Never call a contact to ask, ‘How can I

help you?’ You're forcing them to do work in order to answer your question. Do

the work yourself before you pick up the phone, and offer something you know

they'll find helpful. It doesn't need to be time consuming or even have any kind

of value as legal advice. A story you saw on a trend in their industry, something

you heard a competitor was doing, or an invitation to a seminar you think they'll

be interested in. Be the person whose call they always take because they

always get something out of it.”

– HARVEY FEUERSTEIN, Esq.
45 years in practice
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Be more deliberate | “It is much easier to get new business from an existing client than from a new prospect,

because at the core of every attorney client relationship is ‘a relationship.’ It starts with timeliness, regular and respectful

communication, quality service and results.  To expect the relationship to lead to further work, it also must include the

taking of an interest in, and really knowing and understanding the business purposes of, the client... without the meter running.”

– THOMAS C. GRELLA, Esq.
23 years in practice
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Be more sociable | “You can't replace face-to-face interaction. Try to schedule periodic

visits to your clients' places of business. Ask for a tour, meet their employees and be

willing to answer legal questions—without sending a bill!”

– DOUGLAS L. WALDORF, JR., Esq.
22 years in practice
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start asking.

And now the hard part…

S T O P   T E L L I N G  A N D  

The more you know, the more you can

offer, the more you gain business.
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Be more engaging | “Focus on your potential client's business. Don't

just reel off a list of services that your firm can provide or a description of

the size, make-up and location of your firm.  That will generally be a turn-

off for potential clients.  Focus on listening to the person and learning

about the client's business, then talk about how your firm's services can

be tailored to meet their specific business needs and requirements.”

– JOHN A. STRACHAN, Esq.
10 years in practice
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Be more intrigued | “Ask, don't tell. In any setting ask another person about themselves or 

their business. Ask follow-up questions. At the end of the ‘conversation’ they will truly believe you are

interested in them. Nothing builds trust faster than that. No one gains knowledge or trust by talking 

about themselves.”

– RICHARD L. FEW, JR., Esq.
30 years in practice
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Be more communicative | “Listen to your client. Nothing is more

off-putting to a client than getting the feeling that they are being ignored.

Take time to proactively identify clients you haven't heard from in a while 

and make a note to call them.”

– S. STEVE POPOFF, Esq.
19 years in practice

Be more knowledgeable |

“Learn your prospective client's

business. If it's a public company,

read the SEC filings. If it's a foreign

entity, learn the culture and

etiquette. Look at their competitors

and see what the industry trends

are. Finally, set up a Google Alert

for stories on the prospect, the

company and the industry.”

– MARTIN D. BEIRNE, Esq.
39 years in practice
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Be more attentive | “Ask questions and remember to listen more than you talk. Ask 

clients about industry trends, the impacts of political and regulatory changes and other 

matters relating to their business. Everyone likes to share their opinions and be heard, so ask and

then follow-up. Show your interest!”

– DOUGLAS L. WALDORF, JR., Esq.
22 years in practice
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Be more inquisitive | “When visiting a client or prospect, the best way to

open a conversation is to ask questions that really make sense to them and

their business. Try to get them to talk about what their issues might be. Once

the issue is identified we can say, ‘Very interesting, we happen to have a group

of people here who do that all the time. We had a similar problem with another

client...’ and so on. See what their problems are and try to match them up with

your practice groups.”

– FRANK M. YOUNG, III, Esq.
39 years in practice
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Be more aware | “I enjoy learning and knowing about other people's work. As such, once 

I have an understanding of what they need, I ask if I can help them. Even if there is no immediate

interest, opportunity can always arise down the road.”

– JAMES M. SHAKER, Esq.
33 years in practice
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Be more concerned | “Never forget we're in the service business—the client's problem is your problem.”

– MARTIN D. BEIRNE, Esq.
39 years in practice
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relationship?

Always stop and think…

A M  I  B U I L D I N G A

Or am I just communicating with another

person? It never hurts to be nice and

make it personal.
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Be more interested | “It's all

about personal relationships. Get

to know your clients, their

employees, their children and

family. Remember birthdays and

special occasions. Start every

conversation with a minute or

two about family, sports, etc.

People enjoy doing business with

people they like and trust.”

Be more genuine | “Remember that the client relationship to be 

nurtured is with the human being, not the entity that employs her or him.”

– PHILIP JENKINSON, Esq.
25 years in practice

– JAMES R. COURIE, Esq.
20 years in practice
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Be more engaged | “Remember

that you are doing this for yourself. 

Developing contacts and business

relationships is the smartest thing

you can do as a young lawyer. It's

worth the extra effort to co-author

an article with a partner, go to

judicial fundraisers, or all of the other

things that most people make

excuses about.” 

– JOHN W. KOZYAK, Esq.
33 years in practice

Be more pleasant | “A simple

but constant reminder that referrals

can come from anyone you

meet and work with.  Good first

impressions and social etiquette

should be practiced with everyone

whether they hold the most menial

job in the office or the most

important.  You never know who

will be your next referral source.”

– JEFFRY A. BERNSTEIN, Esq.
37 years in practice

Be more amicable  |

“Always remember that

business development 

is about creating

relationships, not 

making sales.”

– JOHN C. SUMBERG, Esq.
35 years in practice
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Be more inclusive | “Today's junior executives are tomorrow's

leaders. As a young attorney it's important to start building

relationships with lower-level personnel at your firm's client

companies. As your career grows, so will theirs and your ties will be

strong and rooted when they move into positions where they can

influence the decision to choose counsel.”

– HARVEY FEUERSTEIN, Esq.
45 years in practice
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Be more sociable | “Realize that your

friends are the cornerstone to your marketing

plan; ask for their help and resources. Maintaining

friendships is one of the most important things you

can do to grow your business.”

– SUSAN K. BOZORGI, Esq.
14 years in practice

Be more committed | “Build a contact list

of referral and potential referral sources and

stay in touch via lunches or invitations to social

and sporting events. Send them a thank you note

when you get a referral. The process will create a

mindset that business development is a daily activity.”

– JEFF KENNEDY, Esq.
24 years in practice
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Be more prudent | “No good client can be bought.  You can entertain managers of a company, 

or develop personal relationships, but if you rely on expensive gifts (especially those that go directly to the

employee) you are trying to buy the business. Sooner or later either that client will get a higher bid or the

company owners will see what's going on. Then you both lose.”

– ROBERT L. CABES, Esq.
41 years in practice
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be yourself.

Simple? Yes. Vital? Also yes.

J U S T R E L A X ,   D O  Y O U R  J O B ,  A N D  

Remember why clients come to you and

build your marketing plan from there.
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Be more open | “Show your personality and charisma, it is not

necessary to be always in line.  We and our firm need to differentiate

from other law firms and their art to handle business. Our competitors

are mostly as good as we are or only a little worse. In a people

business we must show our individuality and not be afraid of it.”

– DR. ANDREAS BITTNER, Esq.
25 years in practice
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Be more trustworthy |

“Do what you say you are 

going to do, when you say 

you will do it. Trust beats

expertise every time.”

– MARK R. HOUCK, Esq.
29 years in practice

Be more focused |

“Do things that

you enjoy, and 

build relationships in 

those areas.”

– KAREN MASON, Esq.
22 years in practice
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Be more discerning | “Stay true to yourself. Do not

get into things that are not 100% you. No matter what.

In the end it will earn you respect and the word  will spread.

Quality is key; if you deliver good work it will bring you more.”

– DANIELLE MULLER, Esq.
14 years in practice

Be more forward

thinking | “Successful

business development

is the most important

distinguishing factor in

your career. Nearly every

lawyer with a license can

turn out adequate work.”

– ROBERT BRYAN BARNES, Esq.
22 years in practice
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squeaky wheel.

If you need the oil…

B E  T H E  

Speak up, make friends and grab opportunities

when they cross your path.
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Be more outgoing | “ABM—‘Always Be Marketing.’

Ignore your mother’s advice and go ahead and talk to

strangers.  Get to know people, find out what they do.  You

never know where your next referral may come from. And

never, never get caught without a business card!”

– JAMES R. COURIE, Esq.
20 years in practice
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Be more diverse | “Periodically take inventory of your network and make sure it’s not one-note. Include

everyone—from small businesses to CEOs—and remember to look for contacts everywhere. Ask for introductions

to people you might not necessarily cross paths with and then offer to do the same for others in your network. 

It will foster diversity, widen your reach and open up a whole new world of potential clients.”

– YERY MARRERO, Esq.
20 years in practice
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– ROBERT SATTIN, Esq.
33 years in practice

Be more purposeful | “You are always marketing no matter where you are.  That means that what you 

wear to and how you act at your child's soccer game may matter as much as the seminar you lead.  

That also means that your friends and relatives must know what you do and why you're good at it.”
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Be more conscientious | “Marketing is much more than a press release. It's smiling, dressing

appropriately and offering your help and services when needed.  It's responding quickly to e-mails and

phone calls, speaking honestly, working hard and truly understanding what your client or potential client 

is telling you.”

– DR. ANDREAS BITTNER, Esq.
25 years in practice
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Be more motivated | “First impressions are the most important,

you'll never get to re-do a first meeting.”

– JOHN H. GENOVESE, Esq.
29 years in practice

– KEITH W. BRICKLEMYER, Esq.
25 years in practice

Be more proactive |

“Don't be afraid to ask for

the business. You likely

won't get it if you don't.”
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out there!

Get up, get going, and…

G E T  Y O U R   N A M E   A N D  F A C E

Speeches, articles or just event

attendance… no one will know you if

you’re hiding in an office.
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Be more expressive | “Demonstrate rather than assert (i.e. don't tell

potential clients how good you are, but give them the opportunity to form

that view through actions; don't be afraid to give something away for

nothing). Achieve this through high level speaking engagements,

publications, involvement in industry associations and of course, most

importantly, by doing the work brilliantly when afforded  the opportunity.”

– PATRICK MEAD, Esq.
17 years in practice
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Be more involved | “The best way to develop

business is to go where the potential clients are.

Clients give work to lawyers they know, like and

can depend on. Whether it's a charity event,

volunteer work, trade organization or other activity,

target who your clients are and get involved in

activities that they are interested and involved in.” 

– LESLIE J. LOTT, Esq.
34 years in practice

Be more visible | “One's ability to generate business

depends in large part on reputation and visibility.

Reputations are built via hard work and providing intelligent,

creative, ethical, caring advice to clients. Visibility is

achieved by being involved in professional and charitable

organizations, going to public functions, and publishing

well-written material.”

– PETER D. RUSSIN, Esq.
20 years in practice
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Be more specialized | “Differentiate yourself through specialization and expertise. This takes time–

be prepared to invest time in building your own sphere of excellence and then do the same things 

well over and over and over...”

– PATRICK MEAD, Esq.
17 years in practice

Be more visible | “Publish articles in specialty publications likely to be read by people who can refer you 

business. Then make sure those publications are referenced and easily accessible on your website.”

– MERCER K. CLARKE, Esq.
37 years in practice
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share.

A lesson from long ago.

A L W A Y S R E M E M B E R T O  

Involving others in your marketing efforts

creates opportunity for everyone.
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Be more reciprocal | “Other lawyers are not your competitors, but your

allies. If you are a specialist, every attorney who does not practice in your area is

a potential referral source. Other lawyers in your area of expertise hire expert

witnesses, mediators, and special masters and refer conflict work. Lawyers refer

their clients to attorneys who send work to them. Years ago, a good friend in New

York called to send litigation work to our firm. He had worked with local counsel

in Miami for many years. That lawyer was excellent, but had never referred work

back to the New York lawyer. We had a client with a problem in New York and

had sent the client to our friend. That was the catalyst for his sending his next

case to us instead of the lawyer he had previously worked with.”

– LESLIE J. LOTT, Esq.
34 years in practice
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Be more resourceful | “Don't just market your own expertise; market the expertise of the firm as a whole. If you

belong to a global network, market its expertise with clients who do cross-border business. Familiarize yourself with the

type of practice and legal experience of every lawyer in your firm and legal network. Read their profiles and understand

their strengths. You are marketing their services just as much as your own and sometimes it is a bit more comfortable 

to talk about others.”

– RICHARD P. ATTISHA, Esq.
16 years in practice
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Be more collaborative | “Collaborate with your colleagues and work in a team where

possible, it makes it easier to approach targets with someone supporting you and two

heads are often better than one.  Your plans should align with those of the firm and

collaborating in this way will assist in ensuring that such alignment occurs.”

– SIMON H. WARD, Esq.
25 years in practice
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plan some more!

Did we mention planning yet?

P L A N ,   P L A N A N D  T H E N  

It will help you make better use of your time,

effort and money, and you’ll reap the benefits.
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Be more organized |

“Whether you're going to a

conference, meeting or party,

always be prepared. Find out

who will be there and identify

three people you want to meet—

ask others to help you. Push

yourself outside the comfort

zone of those you already know

and make new connections.

Follow-up with a short e-mail or

handwritten note.”

Be more prepared | “Always have a ‘30-second commercial’ ready in

your mind, so when someone asks you what you do, you have a prepared

response that tells them about your practice and your firm.”

– JEFF KENNEDY, Esq.
24 years in practice

– JOHN W. KOZYAK, Esq.
33 years in practice
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Be more realistic | “Don't aim too

high in your marketing strategy—bagging

elephants is a Herculean task—but select

small, reasonably achievable targets and

chip away at them. Small successes can

build to bigger things.”

– SIMON H. WARD, Esq.
25 years in practice

Be more structured | “Never go to a conference or a social

event or a business meeting without knowing what you want

to talk about, ‘dead air’ is not conducive to marketing.  It

could be a recent case or world news or something else that is

somehow connected to your professional life, but find a way to

start and lead a conversation with someone you will meet.”

– ROBERT SATTIN, Esq.
33 Years in practice
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Be more strategic | “Have a networking plan, commit to it, and stick to it.  'Random acts of networking'

are usually a waste of time.  Your plan should contain the number of events you will attend each month, and

the types of events you will target.  The plan should have a specific number (one or two) of new contacts that

you will make at each networking event attended, and should include a commitment to follow up with at least

one new contact within ten days after each event.”

– THOMAS C. GRELLA, Esq.
23 years in practice
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progress.

Take a breath and…

N E V E R  L E T  Y O U R S E L F  G E T   F R U S T R AT E D  W I T H  

Business development takes time, effort

and a serious commitment.
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Be more studious | “We spend a lot of time with our lawyers. We

try to identify younger ones who we think have talent and mentor them

through a course of community exposure and client exposure. I'll

introduce them and they'll try to pick up on techniques such as how to ask

questions and not be overbearing. We also ask every lawyer to write a

marketing plan that coordinates with their practice group plans. We offer

them professional marketing consultants both in-house and outside to

review the plans and give them suggestions and input.”

– FRANK M. YOUNG, III, , Esq.
39 years in practice
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Be more persistent | “Our marketing program has been successful because it creates both individual

and group accountability. We have individual and group meetings with marketing experts and each lawyer

is asked to report to others in their group on what they are doing individually to achieve group goals. The

system is all about habits, but it's also about accountability. The peer pressure has allowed the intuitive

skills of marketing to set in as habits. Once the habits are forming, just a little success has the power to

cement the concepts.”

– KYLE W. SANDERS, Esq.
12 years in practice
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Be more constant | “Marketing is a long-term project, you can't

expect immediate results. It can take years before your efforts pay off,

but if you're constant in your marketing they will.”

– ROBERT SATTIN, Esq.
33 years in practice

Be more consistent | “To

see results from your marketing

efforts you need to be consistent

and deliberate and inspire

confidence in your services and

position in the industry.”
– MARLON HILL, Esq.
13 years in practice
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Be more tenacious  | “Accept that marketing and business development does not usually happen overnight—be prepared

(with a planned series of steps) to work at your goal and be assiduous in following through.  This is not to say ‘don't take

no for an answer’—sometimes it will be obvious you are wasting your time, so cut your losses there—but in those other

cases where there is ambivalence or a flicker of interest, keep at it over time.”

– SIMON H. WARD, Esq.
25 years in practice
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Be more patient | “Every marketing effort will show dividends, even if it's not immediate. 

Be patient, invest time and review your efforts regularly.”

– KAREN MASON, Esq.
22 years in practice
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A Few Last Words
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habit.
Make   marketing a

Before you embark on your journey, start with a  plan...
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stay on T R A C K , create a ripple effect and

you will get to your destination.
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DO SOMETHING    
M O S T importantly, 
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  EVERY SINGLE DAY!
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Author
A B O U T  T H E
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Paula Black is the founder and president of Paula Black & Associates and has delivered powerful

and innovative marketing and graphic design solutions for more than twenty years. 

Among her firm’s greatest strengths is the branding and positioning of law firms. Paula has advised law firms

both domestically and internationally, assisting them with everything from designing memorable logos and

standout marketing materials to dealing with the sensitive subject of shortening a firm’s name. She drew on

that experience to write “The Little Black Book on Law Firm Branding & Positioning,” which the Independent

Publisher Book Awards recently recognized as the 2006 Business Breakthrough Book of the Year, as well

as one of the Ten Outstanding Books of The Year. Paula followed that success with a second book, 

“The Little Black Book on Law Firm Marketing & Business Development,” which she co-authored with John

Remsen, Jr., founder of The Managing Partner Forum.

Paula has helped firms of all sizes—from two attorneys to two thousand—to separate themselves from their

competitors and achieve the growth they desire through powerful branding, consulting and strategic planning.

Those experiences, coupled with her invaluable marketing knowledge across a wide range of industries, allow

Paula to deliver rich, results-driven marketing solutions. 

Paula is a frequent speaker on law firm topics including branding, marketing and business development. She

has delivered seminars and speeches for The Managing Partner Forum, TAGLaw, the Legal Marketing

Association, and the Women’s Bar Association, among others.

Contact Paula Black at: 

3006 Aviation Avenue, # 3B

Coconut Grove, FL 33133

Ph. 305-859-9554 

Fx. 305-860-0016

PaulaBlack.com
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